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Long Term Plan 

Year 5 and 6 Cycle 1 - 2019 – 2020 
 Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2 

The Ramsden 
Ruminator 

Why should we never forget? Where did the dodo go? Will rainforests survive the 21st century? 

Class Text Armistice Runner by Tom Palmer 
When Hitler Stole Pink Rabbit by Judith Kerr 
Bombs and Blackberries Julia Donaldson 
World Leader Biographies (non-fiction) 
Churchill’s VE Day Speech 
Newspapers and local accounts from WW2 
Eyewitness accounts from Blitz 
Blitz poetry 
Armistice Day poetry 
 

The Boy at the Back of the Class by Onjlai Rauf 
99% Ape 
Biographies of Darwin, Anning and Russell-
Wallace 
Moth – Isabel Thomas 
The Story of Life by Katie Thomas 
Anabel and Aiden In The Story of Life – Joseph 
Becker 
The Molliebird 
 

Pongo by Jessie Hodgson 
Journey to the River Sea by Eva Ibbotson 
The Explorer by Katherine Rundell 
The Vanishing Rainforest by Richard Platt 
Where the Forest Meets the Sea by Jeannie 
Baker  
Amazon Adventure by Jeannie Sparks 
 

English – 
Reading Foci 

Year 5 - Read fluently from a wide range of 
genres. 
 
Participate in discussions about books that are 
read to them.  
 
Identify main ideas drawn from more than one 
paragraphs and summarising these.  
 
Discuss vocabulary used by author to create 
effects. 
 
Evaluate use of authors’ language and explain 
its impact. 
 
Draw inferences from characters’ feelings, 
thoughts and motives. 
 

Year 5 - Recommend texts to peers.  
 
Read fluently from a wide range of genres  
 
Participate in discussions about books that are 
read to them.  
 
Identify main ideas drawn from more than one 
paragraphs and summarising these.  
 
Discuss vocabulary used by author to create 
effects. 
 
Evaluate use of authors’ language and explain 
its impact. 
 
Draw inferences from characters’ feelings, 
thoughts and motives. 

Year 5 - Recommend texts to peers.  
 
Read fluently from a wide range of genres  
 
Participate in discussions about books that are 
read to them.  
 
Identify main ideas drawn from more than one 
paragraphs and summarising these.  
 
Discuss vocabulary used by author to create 
effects. 
 
Evaluate use of authors’ language and explain 
its impact. 
 
Draw inferences from characters’ feelings, 
thoughts and motives. 
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To make predictions from details stated and 
implied, justifying them in detail with evidence 
from the text.  
 
To continually show an awareness of audience 
when reading aloud using intonation, action, 
tone and volume.  
 
To use knowledge of text and organisational 
devices to retrieve, record and discuss 
information from fiction and non-fiction texts.  
 
Year 6 - To read for pleasure, discussing, 
comparing and evaluating in depth across a 
wide range of genres.  
 
To recognise more complex themes in what 
they read.  
 
To analyse and evaluate the use of language 
and its effect.  
 
To listen to feedback on the quality of their 
explanations and to make improvements when 
participating in discussions.  
 
To draw out key information and summarise  
 
To distinguish independently between fact and 
opinion, providing reasoned justifications for 
their views.  
 
To consider different accounts of the same 
event and to discuss viewpoints.  
 

To make predictions from details stated and 
implied, justifying them in detail with evidence 
from the text.  
 
To continually show an awareness of audience 
when reading aloud using intonation, action, 
tone and volume.  
 
To use knowledge of text and organisational 
devices to retrieve, record and discuss 
information from fiction and non-fiction texts.  
 
Year 6 - To compare characters, settings and 
themes.  
 
To read for pleasure, discussing, comparing and 
evaluating in depth across a wide range of 
genres.  
 
To recognise more complex themes in what 
they read.  
 
To analyse and evaluate the use of language 
and its effect.  
 
To listen to feedback on the quality of their 
explanations and to make improvements when 
participating in discussions.  
 
To draw out key information and summarise  
 
To distinguish independently between fact and 
opinion, providing reasoned justifications for 
their views.  
 

To make predictions from details stated and 
implied, justifying them in detail with evidence 
from the text.  
 
To continually show an awareness of audience 
when reading aloud using intonation, action, 
tone and volume.  
 
To use knowledge of text and organisational 
devices to retrieve, record and discuss 
information from fiction and non-fiction texts.  
 
Year 6 - To compare characters, settings and 
themes.  
 
To read for pleasure, discussing, comparing and 
evaluating in depth across a wide range of 
genres.  
 
To recognise more complex themes in what 
they read.  
 
To analyse and evaluate the use of language 
and its effect.  
 
To listen to feedback on the quality of their 
explanations and to make improvements when 
participating in discussions.  
 
To draw out key information and summarise  
 
To distinguish independently between fact and 
opinion, providing reasoned justifications for 
their views.  
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To discuss how characters change and develop 
through texts.  
 
To confidently perform texts.  
 

To consider different accounts of the same 
event and to discuss viewpoints.  
 
To discuss how characters change and develop 
through texts.  
 
To confidently perform texts.  
 
 
  
 

To consider different accounts of the same 
event and to discuss viewpoints.  
 
To discuss how characters change and develop 
through texts.  
 
To confidently perform texts.  
 
To explain and discuss their understanding of 
what they have read including through formal 
presentations and debates, maintaining a focus 
on the topic and using notes where necessary.  
 
To listen to guidance and feedback on the 
quality of their explanations and contributions 
to discussions and to make improvements 
when participating in discussions.  

English – Writing 
Foci 

When Hitler stole Pink 
Rabbit – Diary  
 
Instruction writing – 
Evacuees/ rationing 
 
 

Bombs and 
Blackberries – Play 
scripts 
 
Newspaper  
 
 
 

Moth (poetry) 
 
The Mollie Bird – 
Evolution Story 

Inspirational People- 
Biographies 
Diary Entries 
(Residential)  
 
Balanced Argument  
 
 

The Nowhere 
Emporium by Ross 
McKenzie narrative  
 
Persuasive Letter  

Scientific Writing  
 
 

 Year 5 - Plan writing by identifying the audience for a purpose for writing.  
 
To consider, when planning narratives, how authors have developed characters and settings in what pupils have read, listened to, seen or performed.  
 
To proof read work to precis longer passages by removing unnecessary passages or irrelevant details. 
 
To consistently link ideas across paragraphs. 
 
To proofread work to assess effectiveness of their own and others’ writing.  
 
To consistently produce sustained and accurate writing from different narrative and non-fiction genres.  
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To describe settings, characters and atmosphere with carefully-chosen vocabulary to enhance mood, clarify meaning and create pace. 
 
To regularly use dialogue to convey a character and advance the action.  
 
To perform their own compositions confidently using appropriate intonation, volume and movement so that meaning is clear. 
 
To use a range of adverbs and modal verbs to indicate degrees of possibility.  
 
To ensure correct use of tense including when using singular and plural. 
 
To use a wide range of linking words and phrases to build cohesion across paragraphs, including time adverbials, place adverbials and number.  
 
To use relative clauses beginning with a relative pronoun with confidence 
 
To use commas consistently to clarify meaning or avoid ambiguity 
 
To use brackets, dashes or commas to indicate parenthesis 
 
To recognise and use the terms; modal verbs, relative pronoun, relative clause, parenthesis, bracket, dash, cohesion and ambiguity.  
 
Year 6 - To note down and develop initial ideas, drawing on reading and research where necessary.  
 
To use further organisational and presentational devices to structure text and to guide the reader.  
 
To build a wide range of cohesion across paragraphs.  
 
To habitually proofread for spelling and punctuation errors.  
 
To change vocabulary, grammar and punctuation to enhance effects and clarify meaning.  
 
To write effectively for a range of purposes and audiences, selecting the appropriate form and drawing independently on what they have read as 
models.  
 
To distinguish between the language of speech and writing and to choose the appropriate level of formality. 
 
To select appropriate vocabulary and grammatical functions for the genre of writing.  
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To ensure the consistent and correct use of tense throughout all pieces of writing including the correct subject and verb agreement when using 
singular and plural  
 
To use subjunctive form in formal writing.  
 
To use perfect form of verbs to mark relationship between time and cause.  
 
To use passive voice.  
 
To use question tags in informal writing.  
 
To use a full range of punctuation taught at KS2 correctly.  
 
To recognise and use the terms; subject, object, active, passive, synonym, antonym, ellipses, hyphen, colon, semi-colon and bullet points.  
 

Maths Place Value 
Roman Numerals to 
1,000 
Numbers to 10,000 
Numbers to 100,000 
Numbers to a million 
Numbers to 10 million 
Compare and order 
numbers to 100,000 
Compare and order 
numbers to one 
million 
Compare and order 
any number 
Round to the nearest 
10,100 and 1000 
Round numbers 
within 100,000 
Round numbers to 
one million 
Round any number 

Fractions  
Equivalent fractions 
Simplified fractions 
Fractions on a number 
line 
Improper fractions to 
mixed numbers 
Mixed numbers to 
improper fractions 
Compare and order 
fractions less than 1 
Compare and order 
fractions greater than 
1 
Compare and order 
fractions nu 
numerator and 
denominator 
Add and subtract 
fractions  

Ratio 
Using ratio language 
Ratio and fractions 
Introducing the ratio 
symbol  
Calculating ratio  
Using scale factors 
Calculating scale 
factors  
Ratio and proportion 
problems 
 
Decimals  
Decimals up to 3d.p 
Decimals as fractions 
Understanding 
thousandths 
Thousandths as 
decimals 
Multiplying decimals 
by 1000 

Decimals 
Adding and 
subtracting decimals 
within 1 
Complements to 1 
Adding and 
Subtracting decimals 
with the same and 
different decimal 
places 
Adding and 
subtracting wholes 
and decimals 
Decimal sequences 
 
Algebra 
Finding a rule 
Common expressions 
Substitution 
Formulae 
Forming equations 

Properties of Shape 
Measuring angles in 
degrees 
Measuring with a 
protractor 
Drawing lines and 
angles 
Calculating angles on 
a straight line, around 
a point 
Calculating lengths 
and angles in shapes 
Regular and irregular 
polygons 
Reasoning about 3D 
shapes 
 
Position and Direction 
Position in four 
quadrants 
Reflection 

Investigations and 
Consolidation 
Reasoning using 
known facts  
Problem Solving 
Word problems 
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Negative numbers 
The Four Operations 
Add whole  
numbers with more 
than 4-digits 
Subtract whole 
numbers with more 
than 4 digits 
Inverse Operations 
Multi-step problems 
with addition and 
subtraction 
Adding and 
subtracting any whole 
number 
Multiples and Factors 
Common Multiples 
and factors 
Multiply and divide by 
multiples of 10  
Multiply 4 digits by 1 
digit 
Multiply 2 digits using 
area model 
Multiply 2 digits by 2 
digits 
Multiply 3 digits by 2 
digits 
Multiply 4 digits by 2 
digits 
Factors 
Common Factors 
Divide 4 digits by 1 
digit 
Divide with 
remainders 

Subtract mixed 
numbers 
Subtraction – breaking 
the whole 
Subtract 2 mixed 
numbers 
Mixed addition and 
subtraction of 
fractions and mixed 
numbers 
Multiplying unit 
fractions by an integer 
Multiplying non-unit 
fractions by an integer 
Multiply fractions by 
fractions 
Divide fractions by 
integers 
Four rules with 
fractions 
Fractions of amounts 
Fractions as operators 
Fractions of amounts 
– find the whole 

Dividing decimals by 
1000 
Rounding and 
comparing decimals 
Multiply and divide 
decimals by integers 
Fractions to decimals 
 
Percentages 
Understand 
percentages 
Percentages as 
fractions and decimals 
Equivalent FDP 
Ordering FDP 
Percentages of 
amounts 
Percentages –missing 
values 
 

One and two step 
equations 
Pairs of values 
Innumerate 
possibilities 
 
Measures 
Converting metric 
measures 
Calculating metric 
measures 
Converting imperial 
measures 
Converting units of 
time 
 
Perimeter, area and 
volume 
Measure and calculate 
area and perimeter of 
rectangles and 
rectilinear shapes 
Area of irregular 
shapes 
Areas of triangles 
Areas of 
parallelograms 
Compare, calculate  
and estimate volume 
Capacity 
 
Statistics 
Read and interpret 
line graphs 
Draw line graphs 

Coordinates 
Translation 
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Short division 
Division using factors 
Long division 
Prime numbers 
Square numbers 
Cube numbers 
Primes 
Squares and cubes 
Order of operations 
Round and estimate  
Approximations 
Mental calculations 
Reasoning from 
known facts 
 
 
 

Use line graphs to 
solve problems 
Read and interpret 
tables 
Two way tables 
Timetables 
Circles 
Read and interpret pie 
charts 
Pie charts with 
percentages 
The mean  
 
 

Science  
(working 
scientifically)   

Planning different types of scientific enquiry to answer questions including recognising and controlling variables where necessary.  
Taking measurements using a range of scientific equipment, with increasing accuracy and precision, taking repeat readings when appropriate  
Recording data and results of increasing complexity using scientific diagrams and labels, classification keys, tables, scatter graphs, bar and line graphs.  
Using test results to make predictions to set up further comparative and fair tests  
Reporting and presenting findings from enquiries including conclusions causal relationships and explanations of degree of trust and results, in oral 
and writing forms such as displays and other presentations.  
Identifying scientific evidence that has been used to support or refute ideas or arguments  
 

Science Year 5 - Materials  
Compare and group 
together everyday 
materials on the basis 
of their properties, 
including their 
hardness, solubility, 
transparency, 
conductivity (electrical 
and thermal), and 
response to magnets  

Year 5 - Forces  
explain that 
unsupported objects 
fall towards the Earth 
because of the force 
of gravity acting 
between the Earth 
and the falling object 
identify the effects of 
air resistance, water 
resistance and friction, 

Year 5 – Animals 
including Humans 
 
describe the 
differences in the life 
cycles of a mammal, 
an amphibian, an 
insect and 
a bird 
 
Year 6 - Evolution 

Year 5 – Animals 
including Humans 
 
Describe the life 
process of 
reproduction in some 
plants and animals. 
 
 
Year 6 Evolution  

Year 5 – Space 
 
describe the 
movement of the 
Earth, and other 
planets, relative to the 
Sun in the 
solar system 
 
describe the 
movement of the 

Year 6 – Living things 
and their habitats 
 
describe how living 
things are classified 
into broad groups 
according to common 
observable 
characteristics and 
based on similarities 
and differences, 
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Know that some 
materials will dissolve 
in liquid to form a 
solution, and describe 
how to recover a 
substance from a 
solution  
 
Use knowledge of 
solids, liquids and 
gases to decide how 
mixtures might be 
separated, including 
through filtering, 
sieving and 
evaporating  
 
 Give reasons, based 
on evidence from 
comparative and fair 
tests, for the 
particular uses of 
everyday materials, 
including metals, 
wood and plastic 
 
Demonstrate that 
dissolving, mixing and 
changes of state are 
reversible changes 
 
Explain that some 
changes result in the 
formation of new 
materials, and that 

that act between 
moving surfaces 
recognise that some 
mechanisms including 
levers, pulleys and 
gears allow a smaller 
force to have a greater 
effect 
 
Year 6 – Electricity 
associate the 
brightness of a lamp 
or the volume of a 
buzzer with the 
number and voltage of 
cells used in the circuit 

compare and give 
reasons for variations 
in how components 
function, including the 
brightness of bulbs, 
the loudness of 
buzzers and the on/off 
position of switches 

use recognised 
symbols when 
representing a simple 
circuit in a diagram 

 

Recognise that living 
things have changed 
over time and that 
fossils provide 
information about 
living things that 
inhabited the Earth 
millions of years ago 
 
Recognise that living 
things produce 
offspring of the same 
kind, but normally 
offspring 
vary and are not 
identical to their 
parents 
 
 

Identify how animals 
and plants are 
adapted to suit their 
environment in 
different ways and 
that adaptation may 
lead to evolution. 

Moon relative to the 
Earth 
 
describe the Sun, 
Earth and Moon as 
approximately 
spherical bodies 
 
Use the idea of the 
Earth’s rotation to 
explain day and night 
and the apparent 
movement of the sun 
across the sky. 
 
Year 6 – Animals 
including humans 
 
identify and name the 
main parts of the 
human circulatory 
system, and describe 
the 
functions of the heart, 
blood vessels and 
blood 
 
recognise the impact 
of diet, exercise, drugs 
and lifestyle on the 
way their bodies 
function 

which nutrients and 
water are transported 

including 
microorganisms, 
plants and animals 
 
Give reasons for 
classifying plants and 
animals based on 
specific 
characteristics. 
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this kind of change is 
not usually reversible, 
including changes 
associated with 
burning and the 
action of acid on 
bicarbonate of soda. 
 
Year 6 – Light 

recognise that 
light appears to 
travel in straight 
lines 
use the idea that 
light travels in 
straight lines to 
explain that 
objects are seen 
because they give 
out or reflect light 
into the eye 
explain that we 
see things 
because light 
travels from light 
sources to our 
eyes or from light 
sources to objects 
and then to our 
eyes 
use the idea that 
light travels in 
straight lines to 
explain why 
shadows have the 
same shape as 

within animals, 
including humans. 
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the objects that 
cast them 

Art and Design Select and record from first hand observations 
(aviation art) 
 
Question and make thoughtful observations 
about starting points and select ideas and 
processes to use in their work  
 
To use a variety of source material in their work 
 
To work in a sustained and independent way 
from observations, experience and imagination  
 
To work on preliminary studies to test media 
and materials 
 
Use a sketch book to develop ideas 
 
Work on their own and collaboratively with 
each other 
 
Develop ideas using different or mixed media 
using a sketchbook 
 
Create shades and tints using black and white.  
 
Describe varied techniques 
 
Carry out preliminary studies, test media and 
materials 
 
Work from a variety of different sources 
 
 
 

Compare ideas, methods and approaches in 
their own and others’ work and say how they 
feel about them.  
 
Adapt their work according to their views  
 
Use ICT   
 
Explore the potential properties of the visual 
elements, line, tone, pattern and shape, line 
and texture 
 
Use a range of media to create collage 
 
Experiment with using batik safely  
 
Manipulate and experiment with the elements 
of art: line, tone, pattern, texture, form, space, 
colour and shape 
 
Identify artists who have worked in a similar 
way to their own work 
 
Show an awareness of how paintings are 
created 
Layer prints and modify work 
Use different techniques, colours and 
techniques when designing and creating work 
 
Show awareness of the potential of materials 
Develop skills in clay inc’ slabs, coils, slips etc. 
 
 
  

Explore the role and purposes of artists 
 
Demonstrate a secure knowledge about 
primary, secondary, warm, cold, complimentary 
and contrasting colours 
 
Create imaginative work from a variety of 
sources 
 
Explain a few printing techniques 
 
Build up layers, colours and textures 
 
Organise their work in terms of pattern 
repetition and symmetry or random printing 
styles 
 
Investigate art, craft and design in the locality.  
Join fabrics in different ways including stitching 
 
Describe the different qualities involved in 
modelling, sculpture and construction 
 
Use recycled natural and man-made materials 
to create sculpture 
 
Plan a sculpture through drawing and 
preparatory work 
 
 
Demonstrate a wide variety of ways to make 
different marks with wet and dry media 
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Choose appropriate paint, paper and tools to 
adapt and extend work 
 
Carry out preliminary studies, test media and 
materials and mix appropriate colours  
 
To be expressive and analytical to adapt, extend 
and justify their work 
 
Create sculpture and construction with 
increasing independence 

DT Identify the needs, wants, preferences and 
values of particular individuals and groups 
Produce appropriate list of tools, equipment 
and materials that they need 
Demonstrate resourcefulness when tackling 
practical problems 
Research about inventors and designers who 
have developed ground-breaking products  
How to reinforce and strengthen a 3d 
framework 
That seasons may affect the food available.  
How food is processed into ingredients that can 
be eaten or used in cooking 
That different food and drink contain different 
substances – nutrients, water, fibre – that are 
needed for health 

Develop a simple design specification to guide 
their thinking 
Generate innovative ideas, drawing on research 
Make design decisions taking account of 
constraints such as time, resource and cost 
Accurately measure, mark out, cut and shape 
components 
Accurately assemble, join and combine 
materials and components 
Accurately apply a range of finishing techniques 
Evaluate the quality of design, manufacture and 
fitness for purpose of their products as they 
design and make 
Evaluate their ideas against their original  
design specification 
How mechanical systems create movement 
How more complex electrical circuits and 
components can be used to create functional 
products 
 

Carry out research using surveys, interviews, 
questionnaires and web based resources 
Formulate step-by-step plans as a guide to 
making  
Use techniques that involve a number of steps 
How sustainable the materials in the product 
are and what impact products have beyond 
their intended purposes 
How to programme a computer to monitor 
changes in the environment and control their 
products 
 

 

Computing We are advertisers 
Pupils will think 
critically about how a 

We are network 
technicians 

We are computational 
thinkers 

We are adventure 
gamers 
 

We are travel writers 
Pupils will learn to use 
search technologies 

We are publishers 
Pupils will learn to use 
the internet for 
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video is used to 
promote a cause, 
storyboard an 
effective advert, work 
collaboratively to 
shoot suitable original 
footage and source 
additional content, 
acknowledging 
intellectual property 
rights and to work 
collaboratively to edit 
the assembled 
content to make an 
effective advert.  

Pupils will learn to 
appreciate that 
computer networks 
transmit and receive 
information digitally, 
understand the basic 
hardware needed for 
computer networks to 
work, understand key 
features of internet 
communication 
protocols and develop 
a basic understanding 
of how domain names 
are converted to 
numerical IP 
addresses  

Pupils will learn how 
to use algorithms and 
how key algorithms 
can be expressed as 
programmes. They 
will learn to use 
algorithms to sort, 
search and reasoning 
logically to debug 
programmes.  

Pupils will learn to 
design, write and 
debug the syntax of a 
text based 
programming 
language. Use 
sequence, selection 
and repetition to add 
variables of input and 
output.  

safely and have a 
wider understanding 
of the use of 
computer networks, 
such as the world 
wide web and how 
the www can provide 
multiple services such 
as the internet.  

communication and 
collaboration and 
show more 
discernment about 
the reputation of 
online sources. Pupils 
will use a variety of 
software in 
combination to create 
a range of programs 
that accomplish given 
goals.  
 

History Use the library and internet for research 
To sequence events on a timeline 
 
Make comparisons between different times in 
the past 
Examine causes and results of great events 
Use relevant terms and period labels 
Compare life in early and late times studied 
Use evidence to build up a picture of a past 
event 
 
Place events on timeline in relation to other 
studies 
Know and use relevant dates and terms 
Sequence 10 events on a time line  
Recognise primary and secondary sources 
Use a range of sources to find out about an 
aspect of time passed 

Use the library and internet for research 
To sequence events on a timeline 
 
 
To study different aspects of different people 
and make comparisons (e.g. between men and 
women) 
Compare an aspect of life with the same aspect 
of another period 
Compare events from different sources and 
offer reasons for differing versions 
 
Compare beliefs, behaviour and character of 
people, recognising that not everybody shares 
the same views 
Link sources and work out how conclusions 
were arrived at  
Consider ways of checking the accuracy of 
interpretations 

Use the library and internet for research 
To sequence events on a timeline 
 
 
Identify primary and secondary sources 
Select relevant information 
 
Write another explanation of a past event in 
terms of cause and effect using evidence to 
support and illustrate their explanation 
Suggest omissions and the means of finding out  
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Bring knowledge gathered from several sources 
together in a fluent account 

Be aware that different evidence will lead to 
different conclusions 
Select and organise information to produce 
structured work making appropriate use of 
dates and terms 

Geography Investigate places with emphasis on large scale 
geography  
Draw thematic maps with keys  
Increase the complexity of own drawn maps  
Identify places and environments 
 
Compare maps and aerial images 
Use maps to locate countries and features  
Recognise world map as a flattened globe 

Draw a sketch map using symbols and a key  
Select a map for a specific purpose  
Use a range of scales to find features  
Use scale to measure straight line distances 
 

Suggest questions for investigation  
Use primary and secondary sources of evidence  
Collect and record evidence unaided 
Analyse evidence and draw conclusions from it 
e.g. from field work, land use patterns, 
temperature and climate and its influence on 
everyday life 
Use 8 compass points  
Use 4 figure co-ordinates to locate features 
Draw a plan view map 
Use longitude and latitude on atlas maps 
Use OS maps, symbols and atlas keys. 
Follow a short route on an OS map  
Draw maps at different scales 
 

Languages Spanish 
Year 5 – Greetings, 
Numbers  
Year 6 – Greetings, 
Hobbies, Birthdays 
 
Understand the main 
points from a spoken 
language 

Spanish 
Year 5 – Colours, 
Days, Months  
Year 6 – Family, 
Animals, Shapes, 
Clothes 
 
Ask and answer 
simple questions in 
conversation  

Spanish 
Year 5 – animals, my 
family 
Year 6 – Food, Sports 
 
 
Understand the main 
points from a short 
written text 

Spanish 
Year 5 – food, in my 
town 
Year 6 – classroom 
objects, in my town 
 
Write a few sentences 
on  a familiar topic 

Spanish 
Year 5  - time, clothes 
Year 6 – weather 
 
Write a short text 
using commonly used 
words 

Spanish 
Year 5 – plurals 
,holidays 
Year 6 – time 
 
Understand cultural 
differences including 
religion, war, famine, 
poverty etc.  

Music Play and perform using voices and playing 
instruments with fluency and expressions 
(Harvest and Christmas Services) 

Compose 4 beat word rhythms related to topic 
and play with untuned percussion instruments.  
 
Compose sound pictures of the Galapagos 
Islands using graphic notation and perform on 
percussion instruments in groups.  

Improvise and compose music for a range of 
purposes using the interrelated  dimensions of 
music 
 
Musical notation 
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PE Cross Country - Pupils will learn the correct 
ways to run for a long distance event such as 
cross country. I.E focusing on their breathing 
and maintaining a level of pace for a lengthy 
run.  
Football – Pupils will all be able to explain the 
rules of the game. Children will be drilled in 
their dribbling passing and shooting before 
being put into small sided games following FA 
guidelines to put the skills into practice. Gifted 
and talented pupils will develop tactics on 
attacking and defending. 

Tag rugby – Pupils will learn to develop their 
handling, tackling, attacking and defending skills 
through drills. Pupils will then extend this into 
small sided games. Pupils who excel will 
demonstrate appropriate positioning and 
tactics to cause a problem for the opposition. 
Netball – Pupils will be drilled in different pass 
and shooting techniques. They will then look to 
bring these positioned based game scenarios. 
Pupils will be able to choose the most effective 
tactics in games and plan their approach to 
attacking and defending. 
Pupils will be coached in moving the ball swiftly 
as this will cause the opposition a problem in 
games.  

Kwik Cricket – Pupils will learn how to bat bowl 
and field through various drills following ECB 
guidelines as well as the basic rules for scoring. 
They will then look at implementing this into six 
a side cricket games.   
Rounders – Pupils will be drilled in batting and 
fielding. Pupils will then implement these into 
games of Rounders. 

Cross Country - Pupils will learn the correct 
ways to run for a long distance event such as 
cross country. I.E focusing on their breathing 
and maintaining a level of pace for a lengthy 
run.  
Football – Pupils will all be able to explain the 
rules of the game. Children will be drilled in 
their dribbling passing and shooting before 
being put into small sided games following FA 
guidelines to put the skills into practice. Gifted 
and talented pupils will develop tactics on 
attacking and defending. 

Tag rugby – Pupils will learn to develop their 
handling, tackling, attacking and defending skills 
through drills. Pupils will then extend this into 
small sided games. Higher level pupils will 
demonstrate appropriate positioning and 
tactics to cause a problem for the opposition. 
Netball – Pupils will be drilled in different pass 
and shooting techniques. They will then look to 
bring these into free role game scenarios. Pupils 
will be coached in moving the ball swiftly as this 
will cause the opposition a problem in games. 
Pupils will be able to choose the most effective 
tactics in games and plan their approach to 
attacking and defending 

Kwik Cricket – Pupils will be drilled in batting, 
bowling and fielding through various drills 
following ECB guidelines as well as looking into 
their pace of scoring. They will then look at 
implementing this into six a side cricket games. 
Gifted and Talented pupils will look at game 
management i.e. scoring quickly, saving runs 
and bowling strategies. 
Rounders – Pupils will be learn the basic rules of 
the game and will be drilled in their batting 
fielding and backstop. Pupils will playing games 
of Rounders. Gifted and Talented pupils will 
learn advanced fielding skills to prevent the 
other team from scoring high volume of runs. 

Pupils by the end of KS2 will be able to: 
Use a different range of shots and strokes to strike a ball 
Use a variety of techniques to pass. 
Follow and understand rules of each sport covered  
Throw  and catch a ball with control and accuracy  
Gifted and talented pupils will be able to successful demonstrate and lead a warm up as well as team teach other peers by evaluating and 
demonstration as well as developing tactics and strategies what can be used in game scenarios. 
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Extended Activities: 
Swimming 
All Students in KS2 will take part in 18 weeks of swimming carried out at Worksop leisure centre delivered by their swimming instructors.  
By the end of year 6 children will be able to swim competently, confidently and proficiently over a distance of at least 25 metres  
Be able to use a range of strokes effectively (front crawl, backstroke and breast stroke. 
They will also work towards being able to perform a self-rescue in different water-based situations ( at least 80% will complete this) 
Fun fit 
Children with poor fine motor skills/ balance and co-ordination skills will be taken in small groups in assembly time to work on developing these. 
Activities will include yoga, mini gym sessions and games e.g. Walk the Plank and Monkey, Monkey.  
Physio  
A pupil who has cerebral palsy will be taken for 30 minutes each day by staff members who have been given training and supports from the NHS to 
supports him in his development with exercises advised by the NHS.  
Gifted and Talented 
Pupils who have been identified as being gifted and talented in P.E will be given an extra session on a Wednesday afternoon to develop their skills 
with more advanced drills. This time will also be used to prepare pupils for sporting tournaments and games against other skills to help us achieve the 
best results. 

RE 
 

Beliefs and Actions in the world 2:15 
Christianity, Hinduism, Judaism  
Pupils will  
 discover and explore what Jewish people, 
Humanists, Hindus and Christians teach about 
how we can all live together for the wellbeing 
of each other 
 discover and explore the teaching and practice 
of different religions in looking after the planet 
and caring for the earth and all its creatures  
apply their ideas about justice and fairness to 
the work of various development charities such 
as Christian Aid, CAFOD, Muslim Hands, Islamic 
Relief, SEWA International and Oxfam  
write persuasively about the reasons why 
members of different religions and beliefs try to 
help people who are vulnerable (e.g. victims of 
natural disasters, people who live with 
disabilities or people affected by war) 

Inspirational People 2:9 
-Martin Luther King 
- Barack Obama  
-Malala Yousafzai 
Pupils will 
 learn about devotion and commitment in 
Christianity and Islam 
 use their detailed understanding of religious 
practice  
Why do people fight and cause pain? How do 
we know what is good? Can people learn to be 
more generous? They learn from examples of 
Christian and Islamic practice and consider the 
challenges of trying to live a good life  
Religious content will include: the deeper 
meanings of the celebrations; the ways 
Christians use some examples of Bible texts to 
guide them in facing life’s challenges; the role 
of the religious community in helping people to 
live a good life, and the pupils’ reflections on 

Worship and sacred 
places 2.3 
Pupils: 
• pursue an enquiry 
into local places of 
worship and beliefs 
about worship, 
relating the meanings 
of symbols and 
actions used in 
worship to events and 
teachings from the 
religions they study 
(A3); 
• consider: what 
happens in holy 
buildings? Linking to 
History and Design 
Technology pupils 
consider how the 

Journey of life and 
death 2.5 
Pupils: 
• find out about and 
describe some ways in 
which different 
religions see life as 
a journey (A1); 
• make connections 
between different 
features of the 
religions and world 
views 
they study, 
discovering more 
about celebrations, 
worship, and the 
rituals 
which mark important 
points in life in order 
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Religious content will include: spiritual concepts 
of justice, fairness, compassion and 
responsibility, related to the work of major faith 
based global aid and development charities. 

religious uses of ideas such as forgiveness or 
inspiration. 

architecture, furniture 
and uses of 
churches, mandirs, 
mosques or 
synagogues, express 
the community’s way 
of 
life, values and beliefs 
(B1); 
• discuss and present 
thoughtfully their own 
and others’ views on 
challenging 
questions about 
different kinds of 
religious belonging in 
Nottinghamshire 
today, presenting 
what they have found 
out about worship 
clearly and 
thoughtfully in a 
variety of ways 
including for example 
design and modelling, 
photo album 
descriptions and 
recounts, Q&A, poetry 
or art (C1). 
Religious content will 
include: exploring 
religious buildings in 
Nottinghamshire 
and the region, 
connecting the 

to reflect thoughtfully 
on their ideas 
(A1); 
• compare how 
Christians, Muslims or 
Hindus celebrate a 
new baby’s birth, 
becoming an adult, a 
marriage or the life of 
someone who has 
died and reflect 
on ideas of their own 
about life’s milestones 
in discussions or in 
writing (B1); 
• develop their 
understanding of 
beliefs about life after 
death in two religions 
through seeking 
answers to their own 
questions and 
articulating reasons 
for 
their own ideas and 
responses (B1) 
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buildings to religious 
beliefs, teachings, 
practices and ways of 
living. 

Skills Builder Leadership 
Year 5 learners should 
be able to contribute 
to team discussion to 
reach a consensus on 
what actions should 
be undertaken. 
Learners are able to 
then see a simple task 
through to completion  
 
Year 6 learners should 
demonstrate they can 
resolve disagreements 
between their peers 
when they are in a 
leadership position.  

Problem Solving 
Year 5 learners should 
be able to articulate a 
problem and then 
evaluate different 
potential solutions 
with adult support 
and choose the option 
they think will be 
most effective. 
 
Year 6 learners should 
be able to identify 
complex problems (I 
can’t decide on which 
secondary school to 
go to) and explain 
how these differ from 
simple problems. They 
can explain why 
different approaches 
might be needed.  

Aiming High 
Year 5 – learners 
should Learners can 
set a simple goal that 
is appropriate and 
achievable, with the 
support of a teacher 
or another adult. 
 
Year 6 - Learners are 
able to approximately 
gauge what a 
stretching goal looks 
like and define that 
for themselves. 

Leadership 
Year 5 - Learners can 
contribute to team 
discussion to reach a 
consensus on what 
actions should be 
undertaken. Learners 
are able to then see a 
simple task through to 
completion. 
 
Year 6 
Learners can take 
responsibility for team 
mates completing 
their jobs on time. 
Help their team come 
to a decision that 
most people are 
happy with and finish 
the task.  
Make decisions to 
resolve disagreements 
between team mates.  

Staying Positive 
Year 5 – learners 
identify that resilience 
and strength lead to 
positive outcomes 
 
Year 6  
Learners identify that 
positive thinking and a 
can-do attitude can 
lead to results above 
and beyond those 
expected.  

Creativity 
Year 5 – I can combine 
ideas or concepts to 
create new ones.  
 
Year 6 – I can explain 
what creativity is and 
how it is used in 
different settings or 
by different people. I 
can celebrate my own 
creativity.  

Learning outside 
the Classroom / 
Branching Out 

Vanished! A Blitz 
Mystery 

VE Day party planning Reebops 
Darwin’s Finches 

Residential Woodland exploration  Mining Museum  
Leavers Play 
Dare 

 


